PRESENTATION OF THE ORGY GARDEN
The edible plants in the Orgy garden comes from rare seeds provided by the
Swiss non-profit organisation Pro Specie Rara. It was founded in 1982 to save and
preserve endangered breeds of domestic animals and varieties of cultivated plants.
The Danish equivalent to Pro Specie Rara is Frøsamlerne, the seed savers, from
whom Muld gets a lot of their varieties.
VARIETIES FROM MULD:
Brown pea from Nakskov (served w onion) is an old Danish variety of grey pea.
Grey peas are not eaten fresh, but dried, soaked and cooked just like chick peas.
In the 19th century the Danish population survived on dries peas, ryebread, porc
and beer, until the potato came into fashion …
The carrot called fancy (served w coriander) is an old commercial variety, that
was abandoned by the seed companies when the more uniform F1 varieties
came out. Fancy was saved by seed savers when there was only one spoonful
of old seeds left.
The bean Hundred for one, that you can get from the barbecue, is an old variety
from the 19th century. It has not been grown commercially in Denmark since 1965,
but is kept alive as variety thanks to the few garden owners and seed savers, who
still grow it, eat it and give away seeds.
The name suggests that you put one bean in the ground to harvest 100.
SUPERFLEX
Superflex was founded in 1993 by Jakob Fenger, Bjørnstjerne Christiansen and
Rasmus Nielsen. With a diverse and complex practice, Superflex challenges the
role of the role of the artist in contemporary society and explores the nature of
globalisation and systems of power. They are known for art works with wit and
subversive humour that address serious social and cultural concerns. Superflex
describe their works as tools - thereby suggesting multiple areas of application
and use.
Superflex have gained international recognition for their projects ans solo
exhibitions around the world and are represented in several public art institutions,
such as MOMA, New York; Queensland art gallery, Brisbane; Louisiana Museum of
Modern Art, Denmark; Frac Nord-pas de Calais; and Coleccion Jumex Mexico City.
Superflex will undertake the next hyundai commission at TATE Modern’s turbine
hall opening in October 2017.
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